
GHD-0410 Automatic Disposable Outer Face Mask Machine 1in1 

"GRAND" brand one drag two full-automa�c plane mask machine, this machine is the ideal equipment for 
producing inner ear mask, the raw materials from entering to the output of finished products are fully automa�c 
opera�on, reducing the contact with human body in the produc�on process, so as to meet the industry detec�on 
standard; the other equipment is composed of three manufacturing units, using the automa�c control pla�orm, 
to combine mul�ple complex produc�on processes of mask, which is prac�cal Now mask raw materials to finished 
products of full-automa�c produc�on, high efficiency, saving labor. 

 
GHD-0410 product picture: 

             

Technical parameters: 
Voltage: single-phase 

220V/50Kz 
Working air 
pressure: 

5 ~ 8 kgf Power: 5KW 

Produc�on 
speed: 

0~75pcs/min Ultrasonic 
parameters: 

20Khz Overall size: L5.5*W3.5*H1.8M 

Yield rate:  Package size: 2.26*0.82*1.6M 
2.08*1.13*1.87M 
2.77*0.73*1.25M 
2.55*0.87*2.04M 

Total weight: 2000KG 

Product features: 
1) Interface control is adopted, and parameters can be set as required. 
2) The indenta�on can be designed at will, and different pa�erns can be made just by changing the flower wheel, 
which makes the product more beau�ful and three-dimensional. 
3) Imported ultrasonic technology can improve the s�tching strength and evenness of products and ensure the 
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quality of products. 
4) From the input produc�on to the output of finished products, all automa�on, reduce labor costs and improve 
produc�on efficiency. 
5) The die is specially hardened and durable. 
6) This machine is suitable for the welding of the outer ear band of the plane mask. It is an advanced automa�c 
machine that fuses the elas�c band with the ultrasonic wave on the outer side of the mask body to complete the 
finished ear band mask. 

   

 
Manufacture Disposable face mask product specifica�on:  
Product Name: Disposable face mask (3 layers)  Product size: 17.5x9.5cm 

Product material（g/㎡）:  
25g outer non-woven fabric + 25g inner melt blown fabric + 25g inner 
non-woven fabric  

Product grade: Civil / medical Execu�ve standard:  GB/T32610-2016  
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